Introduction
Currently, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the sixth most prevalent malignancy and the third leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide, resulting in ~745,500 deaths globally, half of whom are Chinese patients. 1, 2 Although partial hepatectomy is considered as the most promising treatment for primary liver cancer cases, patients receiving surgical operation still suffer from high rates of recurrence and metastasis after hepatectomy. 3, 4 Despite recent improvements in surgical technology and development of other novel treatments, the overall 5-year survival of HCC remains poor.
Assessment of the HCC prognostic risk would greatly benefit the application of available clinical treatments. Currently, prognosis assessment of HCC was mostly based on multiple well-applied staging systems including Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer, TNM, Okuda staging system, and Child-Pugh grade. 5 In recent years, since increasing reports suggested the importance of tumor biomarkers in the prediction of HCC prognosis, some staging or scoring systems incorporating biomarkers have also been developed, such as Cancer of the Liver Italian Program, Chinese University Prognostic Index, Japanese Integrated Staging score, and Advanced Liver Cancer Prognostic System Score. 6 Additionally, a novel scoring system has been developed using five serum markers including bilirubin, albumin, AFP-L3, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), and DCP (named as BALAD). 7 Though so many staging classifications and scoring systems exist, there is currently no globally validated classification. 6, 8 This inconsistency may stem from HCC heterogeneity with respect to liver function, tumor burden, and even regional differences. 6 Recently, several studies that use molecular signatures have provided another promising strategy for the prediction of HCC prognosis. 9, 10 However, these predictions were based on some of the differentially expressed or manually curated genes, and the intrinsic features of the HCC heterogeneity were still neglected. We hypothesize that due to HCC heterogeneity, distinct molecular subtypes associated with HCC prognosis may exist in HCC patients, and prediction of the HCC prognosis based on the prognosis-associated subtypes would be more accurate and clinically significant.
In this study, we identified two prognostic subtypes with distinct biological features and clinical outcomes based on The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) whole transcriptome data. Furthermore, based on the subtype signature genes, a prognostic evaluation model consisting of six genes was constructed. The prognostic evaluation model can discriminate HCC patients between different subtypes as well as provide an evaluation for patients' prognosis, which have also been validated in another two independent cohorts. Thus, this molecular subtyping provided a promising strategy for overcoming HCC heterogeneity in prognosis evaluation and could be utilized in clinical application for accurately predicting HCC prognosis.
Materials and methods external data source
TCGA expression data, follow-up, and clinical information of HCC samples were downloaded from the UCSC cancer browser (https://genome-cancer.ucsc.edu).
11 Log2(x+1)-transformed RSEM normalized gene expression data (HiSeqV2) of 371 HCC patients were used for subsequent clustering. Additionally, expression data available for both primary HCC tissues and paired normal tissues were also extracted (n=50).
For validation purpose, datasets with available wholegenome expression data and follow-up data from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database were also downloaded (accession number: GSE54236). 12 The expression data were based on Agilent-014850 Whole Human Genome Microarray. For genes corresponding to multiple probes, geometric mean was calculated to represent the expression level. Finally, expression data of 78 HCC patients and 76 paired samples (tumor and paired normal tissue) were used for subsequent analysis. Meanwhile, another four GEO datasets with whole-transcriptome microarray data but no available survival information, including GSE9843, 13 GSE20017,
14
GSE36376, 15 and GSE63938, were also adopted to validate the clustering results.
Identification of HCC prognosis subtypes
In order to discover HCC prognosis subtypes, HCC prognosis-associated genes were firstly identified based on TCGA HCC dataset. Whole transcriptome data of 371 primary HCC patients were achieved and all genes of low variance (variance <1) across all the HCC patients were excluded. Then, for patients with available follow-up and clinical information (n=308), genome-wide Cox regression assessing the associations of all the candidate genes with overall survival (OS) were conducted using R package "survival". Multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analysis using gender, age, and TNM stages as covariates was performed to identify genes that can act as independent factors for HCC prognosis prediction. Eventually, genes significantly affecting HCC OS (P<0.05) were used for sample clustering. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) clustering was performed on the expression profile of identified prognosis-associated genes for TCGA dataset samples. The same clustering method was also applied to GSE54236, GSE9843, GSE20017, GSE36376, and GSE63938 dataset for validation. Optimal number of clusters with maximum cophenetic coefficient was selected.
Identification and characterization of subtype-specific gene signatures
To minimize the impact of possible outliers, silhouette width was calculated to identify samples that were close to the center of its own clusters. 16 Samples with negative value of silhouette width were excluded in subsequent analysis. Then 
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HCC prognosis evaluation based on molecular classification genes differentially expressed among different subtypes were identified by Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM) with cutoff of false discovery rate set to zero. 17 Expression profiles of the SAM analysis-selected genes were further subjected to Prediction Analysis for Microarrays (PAM) to predict subtype-specific signature genes. 18 Enrichment analysis for KEGG and Reactome pathway was performed via the web tool ConsensusPathDB to explore the pathways enriched in subtype-specific signature genes. 19 establishment and validation of hCC prognostic evaluation model Prognostic model for subtype differentiation and prognosis evaluation was built based on the most representative genes of each subtype (absolute value of PAM score >0.5 for either subtype). Firstly, the subtype representative genes were screened based on conditional logistic regression using forward selection. The remaining genes in the conditional logistic regression model were then used to establish a prognostic model by binary logistic regression using generalized linear model function. The model for predicting the prognosis of HCC could be described as a linear combination of the selected subtype signature genes' normalized expression value, which was weighted by regression coefficients from the logistic regression model. The association between the prognostic value calculated by the prognosis evaluation model and HCC patients' OS was further assessed by multivariate Cox regression analysis. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was constructed to identify the optimal cutoff according to the maximal Youden index (sensitivity + specificity − 1).
Patient selection and tissue sample collection of Fujian cohort HCC patients used for clinical evaluation of the prognosis model were recruited in Mengchao Hepatobiliary Hospital of Fujian Medical University from February 2014 to September 2015. The patients were further selected according to the following criteria: 1) patients were diagnosed with HCC by at least two experienced pathologists; 2) patients did not undergo any other antitumor therapy before receiving the first liver resection; and 3) patients did not die of nonliver disease-related causes. Based on above mentioned criteria, 113 HCC patients were enrolled and corresponding tissue samples were collected. Tumor specimens insufficient for RNA extraction were excluded. All tissue samples were collected and then frozen immediately at -80°C. The Institution Review Board of Mengchao Hepatobiliary Hospital of Fujian Medical University approved the collection of tissue samples. Meanwhile, all patients had signed the informed consents.
Rna extraction and real-time quantitative PCR analysis
The mRNA relative expression level was analyzed by realtime quantitative PCR (qPCR). Briefly, total RNA was extracted from HCC samples using TransZol Up RNA kit (TransGen Biotech Ltd., Beijing, China) according to the manufacturer's protocol and the quality of RNA was measured by the NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Then qualified RNA (1,000 ng) was reverse-transcribed following the manufacturer's protocol of the Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche Ltd., Basel, Switzerland). Finally, the relative expression levels were examined with the StepOnePlus TM real-time PCR system (AB Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) using Bsetar ® SybrGreen qPCR Mastermix (DBI, Ludwigshafen, Germany) following the manufacturer's protocol. 18S rRNA was used as endogenous control. The sequences of all primers are shown in Table S1 . The relative expression levels were calculated with the 2 −ΔΔCt method. 20 
statistical analysis
Chi-squared test for categorical variables was applied to examine the differences between the two HCC prognostic subtypes. The difference in expression levels of subtype-specific signature genes between HCC tissues and paired normal tissues was evaluated by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test. Survival differences between the two subtypes were evaluated using Kaplan-Meier analysis, with significance assessed according to log-rank test. 21 Univariate and multivariate Cox regression analysis were used to further identify the independent prognosis factors. A P-value of less than 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. All statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).
Results

Identification of molecular subtypes associated with prognostic subtypes
To identify molecular subtypes associated with HCC prognosis, transcriptome data of 371 primary HCC patients were obtained from TCGA database (Figure 1 ). For patients with available follow-up and clinical information (n=308), genome-wide Cox regression analysis was performed, which was adjusted for gender, age, and TNM stage. As a result, a total of 774 genes significantly associated with OS were 
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Ke et al identified. Then, all these 371 HCC patients were clustered according to the expression profile of above mentioned 774 prognosis-associated genes using NMF consensus clustering. This analysis yielded clusters with highest stability (cophenetic coefficient =0.9946) when k=2 ( Figure 2A ). Using previously mentioned k=2 subtype classification, significant prognostic difference was observed (Cox regression P<0.0001, log-rank test P<0.0001, Figure 2B ), with a longer median survival time (MST) for molecular subtype 1 (n=246, MST=81.9 months, 95% CI: 62.0-101.7) than molecular subtype 2 (n=102, MST=27.9 months, 95% CI: 13.1-42.7, P<0.0001). Meanwhile, the two molecular subtypes also showed significant differences in several clinical features including tumor differentiation (P=0.005), TNM stage (P=0.0001), vascular invasion (P=0.001), and serum AFP level (P=0.001) ( Table 1) .
To confirm the existence of these two prognosticassociated molecular subtypes in HCC, another five independent HCC datasets (GSE54236, GSE9843, GSE20017, GSE36376, and GSE63938) were adopted. Consistent with the above mentioned result, NMF consensus clustering according to the 774 prognostic genes also provided a strong evidence for two subtype classifications since correspondingly high cophenetic coeffcients were observed when k=2 for all the five datasets ( Figure 2A and Figure S1 ). Furthermore, similar prognostic difference was also observed in the GSE54236 cohort (n=78, with available survival information), with molecular subtype 1 (n=49) showing a significantly longer OS time than that for molecular subtype 2 (n=17) (MST of molecular subtype 1: 28.0 months, 95% CI: 24.6-31.4; MST of molecular subtype 2: 11.0 months, 95% CI: 1.6-20.4, P<0.0001) ( Figure 2C ).
Transcriptome feature of the molecular subtypes associated with hCC prognosis
To better characterize the two molecular subtypes, SAM and PAM analyses were performed and 337 subtype-specific signature genes were identified, with 56 signature genes for molecular subtype 1 and 281 signature genes for molecular subtype 2 (Table S2 ). Pathway analysis of subtype-specific genes revealed that numerous "metabolism" associated Notes: (A) nMF clustering using all the 774 prognostic signature genes. left: the clustering results using k=2-5 are shown for TCga cohort and gse54236 cohort. Right: the cophenetic correlation coefficient under corresponding k values. For both cohorts, optimal number of classifications were chosen with k=2, with highest cophenetic correlation coefficients and most harmonious models. The OS difference between the two molecular subtypes in (B) TCga cohort and (C) gse54236 cohort is illustrated. The P-values were calculated by log-rank test. Abbreviations: nMF, non-negative matrix factorization; MsT, median survival time; Os, overall survival; TCga, The Cancer genome atlas. 
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Ke et al pathways were significantly enriched for subtype 1 signature genes, while abundant pathways concerning "cell cycle" were observed for subtype 2 signature genes ( Figure 3A and B, Table S3 ). Additionally, comparison of signature genes' expression levels between HCC tissues and adjacent normal tissues revealed that signature genes of subtype 1 were significantly downregulated in HCC tissues, while signature genes of subtype 2 were significantly upregulated in HCC tissues (both P<0.0001, Figure 3C and 3D). To intuitively display the characteristics of the two prognostic subtypes, a heatmap was drawn based on the top 30 signature genes with highest PAM scores ( Figure 3E ). The result clearly showed that HCC patients were indeed divided into two distinct subtypes.
Meanwhile, SAM and PAM analyses were also performed for GSE54236 dataset to identify subtype-specific 
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HCC prognosis evaluation based on molecular classification signature genes. About 95.4% (104/109) of the identified subtype-specific signature genes overlapped with TCGA results. Convincingly, the expression of all 104 commonly identified signature genes in both datasets showed consistent patterns among these two subtypes (Table S4) , demonstrating that the subtypes identified by the two independent datasets were intrinsically the same. As a validation, comparison of expression level of TCGA subtype-specific genes between HCC tissue and adjacent normal tissues was also performed in GSE54236 dataset. The analysis yielded similar results, with signature genes of molecular subtype 1 were significantly downregulated in HCC tissues, while signature genes of molecular subtype 2 were significantly upregulated in HCC tissue (each P<0.0001, Figure 3D ). The results demonstrated that HCC patients could indeed be divided into two molecular subtypes with distinct expression features, which in turn affected their prognostic outcome.
Construction of the hCC prognostic evaluation model
Based on the above mentioned molecular characteristics of the existing two subtypes, a prognostic evaluation model was further constructed to provide an accurate prediction for HCC patients' prognostic outcome. To minimize the impact of possible outliers, samples with negative value of silhouette width were excluded in subsequent model creating (n=25, Figure S2 ). Then logistic regression analysis with z-score normalized expression profile of the most representative genes from each subtype (absolute value of PAM score >0.5 for either subtype) was performed and six genes were included in the final model using forward selection. The established prognostic model of HCC using these six signature genes can efficiently distinguish two molecular subtypes and further predict HCC patients' outcome. Significant association between prognostic value and overall survival was observed via Cox regression analysis after adjusting for gender, age, and TNM stage (P<0.0001, Table S5 ). The optimal cutoff for maximum sensitivity and specificity was identified according to the maximal Youden index using ROC curves ( Figure S3) . A cutoff of 0.385 was selected with a sensitivity of 98% and a specificity of 96%, and the area under curve (AUC) was 0.992 (95% CI: 0.985-0.998). In addition, as shown by the ROC curves ( Figure S3 ), the prognostic value showed better performance than any of the single genes in discriminating different molecular subtypes with highest AUC. Noteworthy, the molecular subtype defining using the prognostic evaluation model (based on the six-gene signature) or NMF clustering (using all the 774 prognostic genes) achieved almost perfect agreement, with Cohen's kappa coefficient of 0.968. 22 
Validation of the prognostic model
To evaluate the accuracy of prognostic model based on the six-gene signature, we applied the model to GSE54236 cohort. Consistently, the prognostic value calculated from the model was significantly associated with overall survival among HCC patients (P=0.001) in Cox regression analysis. Additionally, higher prognostic value was also significantly associated with poorer survival after excluding samples with negative silhouette width (n=13) (P=1.2×10 −4 ). Furthermore, our result also showed that the previous acquired cutoff of 0.385 could clearly divide HCC patients in GSE54236 into two subtypes with distinct prognostic outcome, regardless of not excluding or excluding the samples with negative silhouette width (P=0.0002 and P<0.0001, respectively, Figure 4A and B).
Clinical implications of the prognostic evaluation model
The clinical implications of this prognostic model were further evaluated using an additional cohort recruited from Mengchao Hepatobiliary Hospital of Fujian Medical University. This cohort consisted of 113 patients, with their clinical information available in Table S6 . Using primers designed for the six genes in the above mentioned model (Table S1) , we detected the relative expression levels with real-time qPCR. To determine whether the calculated prognostic value of this model can serve as an independent risk factor, both univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses were conducted. Univariate Cox analysis clearly indicated that continuous prognostic value was a significant indicator for overall survival (P<0.0001), with multiple clinical characteristics including TNM stage, tumor size, microvascular invasion, metastasis, and bilirubin showing significant association with overall survival (all P<0.05). Furthermore, multivariate analysis including prognostic value and all the significant pathological features confirmed that continuous prognostic value was indeed a strong independent indicator for HCC overall survival (P=0.0001) ( Table 2) . Validation of the prognostic evaluation model. Notes: Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of hCC patients with high prognostic value and low prognostic value in gse54236 cohort (A) without excluding and (B) excluding patients with negative silhouette width. The difference of (C) Os and (D) RFs was compared between hCC patients with high prognostic value and low prognostic value. The P-values were assessed by log-rank test. Abbreviation: hCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; Os, overall survival; RFs, recurrence free survival. After confirming the clinical significance of this model's prognostic value, we next investigated whether the previously identified cutoff of 0.385 can also differentiate HCC patients with distinct clinical outcomes in Fujian cohort.
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis revealed that patients with high prognostic value (n=30) had significant shorter overall survival time and recurrence-free survival time than patients with low prognostic value (n=83) (both subgroup analysis of the prognostic evaluation model Finally, we sought to evaluate whether the prognostic evaluation model can discriminate HCC patients with distinct prognosis under varied clinical conditions. Stratification analysis was performed using TCGA and Fujian cohort, for which detailed clinical information was available. In Fujian cohort, prognostic value showed significant association with overall survival in subtypes divided by TNM stage, degree of differentiation, and vascular invasion (all P<0.05, Figure 5A ). Consistently, patients with higher prognostic value in TCGA dataset also showed poorer prognosis in all subtypes, regardless of their clinical conditions (all P<0.05, Figure 5B ). These results further demonstrated that prognostic value could indeed serve as a strong prognosis indicator independent of the existing clinical classifications. 23 In summary, the prognostic value calculated by the six-gene model could effectively indicate HCC prognosis under varied clinical conditions.
Discussion
Being one of the most heterogeneous cancers in humans, the prognosis evaluation of HCC often faces great difficulties. 24 Identification of prognosis-associated subtypes was an important strategy to overcome tumor heterogeneity and thus could benefit clinical assessment and therapy selection. In this study, we identified two prognostic subtypes characterized by distinct expression features and clinical outcomes based on genome-wide expression profile of 371 HCC patients in TCGA cohort. In addition, we build a prognostic evaluation model which can not only discriminate HCC patients between different subtypes, but can also provide a good evaluation for patients' prognosis. Moreover, the prognosis evaluation model has been validated in another two independent cohorts. Notably, large numbers of genes concerning cell cycle, especially the mitotic phase, were significantly overexpressed in poor prognostic subtype. As the complex process regulating cell division, misregulation of cell cycle could contribute to uncontrolled cell proliferation, which was closely relevant to human cancers. 25 Overexpression of cell cycle genes in poor prognostic subtypes indicated a more aggressive phenotype of their tumor, which was in consistence with their clinical features, such as more advanced stages, poorer differentiation, and more frequent macrovascular invasion. On the other hand, higher expression levels of multiple metabolism-associated pathways were observed in better prognosis subtype. Most of these metabolism pathways were related to physiologic hepatocyte metabolic functions, such as amino acid, fatty acid, drug metabolism process, etc. Previous studies suggested that downregulation of these physiologic hepatocyte metabolic pathways in HCC tissues could lead to suppression of hepatocyte metabolic functions. 26 Relatively higher expression of these hepatocyte metabolic pathways in good prognostic subtype indicated a much more intact hepatocyte function and thus contributed to better clinical outcome.
The most representative genes of subtypes revealed by SAM and PAM analyses were used to build the prognostic evaluation model, and six genes (CA9, CXCL5, MMP12, SLC1A5, and G6PD) were included in the final model after variable selection. Intriguingly, all the six genes have been reported as key regulators in the process of tumor progression, and were critical components in regulation of tumor growth, metastasis, or invasion. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] The prognostic value evaluated by the model consisting these six genes can predict the survival of HCC patients well within all the three datasets included in our study. Noteworthy, this model showed superior performance compared to the widely used serum biomarker AFP in both TCGA cohort and Fujian cohort (both with available serum AFP testing results, Figure S4 ), indicating a valuable potential in future application including joint assessment. In addition, since the prognostic value served as an independent risk factor of HCC prognosis, its clinical utilization is not limited by patients' clinical features.
Conclusion
We identified two prognostic molecular subtypes with distinct clinical outcomes and biological features among HCC patients. The prognosis evaluation model constructed archived consistent results among different cohorts and can be further applied for prediction of HCC outcomes in clinical 
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HCC prognosis evaluation based on molecular classification setting. qPCR of these six genes could provide a simple and quick method for its clinical application. However, further prospective studies are still needed for the validation of its clinical implications.
